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                                    K Vintners
    
                                                                K Vintners is about small lots of single-vineyard Syrah, Cabernet Sauvignon, Grenache, Tempranillo, Sangiovese and field blends of those grapes.
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                                    Substance
    
                                                                With the CS, you know who made this wine: Charles Smith.
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                                    VINO CasaSmith
    
                                                                ViNO CasaSmith is a collection of Washington Wines produced from classic varietals of Italy.
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                                    Sixto
    
                                                                SIXTO, the Chardonnay-only label from Charles Smith and Brennon Leighton.
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                                    Golden West
    
                                                                The newest project to be added to HOUSE OF SMITH.
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                                    B.Leighton
    
                                                                Brennon Leighton, created B. Leighton Wines to showcase fruit from the crest of Olsen Hills in the Yakima Valley.
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            We couldn’t have said it better ourselves. Thank
            	                    [image: We couldn’t have said it better ourselves. Thanks for the pic, @hannah_e_wells!]
        
    



    
        
            Our tasting rooms now have their own Instagram acc
            	                    [image: Our tasting rooms now have their own Instagram account! Give @houseofsmithtastingrooms a follow to keep up to date with events, make reservations, and see what your fun friends are up to.  #HOSJC #HOSWW #washingtonwine #wallawallawine #tastingrooms #washingtonwines]
        
    



    
        
            “So gorgeous, enticing you with orange blossom, 
            	                    [image: “So gorgeous, enticing you with orange blossom, fragrant melon, lemon peel, and graham cracker…” Charles Smith on our Substance Ch Chardonnay. Refreshingly cool in every way to beat the summer heat.]
        
    



    
        
            🍷 Love Pinot? 🍷

"A pretty pinot with 
            	                    [image: 🍷 Love Pinot? 🍷  "A pretty pinot with sour cherries, strawberries and a fine herbal edge. Juicy, medium-bodied palate delivers some light cherry and red berries on the palate. Crunchy and concise with lots of fruit at the end." - James Suckling, 90 points  "The 2021 Pinot Noir PN is spicy and earthy in the glass, reminding me more of food than wine, with notes of savory herbs, tomato leaf and cherry sauce forming its bouquet. This is round and pliant on the palate with ripe red and black fruits that soothe, as sweet inner herbal tones form toward the close. It leaves a pleasant staining of round tannins, as rosy inner florals slowly fade. This is a unique style of Pinot Noir from Washington state, but one that's very easy to like." - Vinous, 90 points   Looks like we've got you covered. Link in bio.    #washingtonpinot #jamessuckling #vinous #washingtonwine]
        
    



    
        
            Whether you're grilling up a storm, chilling by th
            	                    [image: Whether you're grilling up a storm, chilling by the pool, or just enjoying some quality relaxation, make sure to open your favorite House of Smith wine to take your celebration to the next level! 🍷  We hope your holiday is filled with laughter, love, and a glass of your favorite wine in hand! 🥂✨   Remember to celebrate responsibly and enjoy the long weekend to the fullest. Cheers, everyone! 🍷🎉   #holidayweekend #washingtonwine]
        
    



    
        
            This wine speaks fluent Italian. Structured and pr
            	                    [image: This wine speaks fluent Italian. Structured and profound. Pipe tobacco, black cherry, and salumi introduce the wine to your senses, while wild berries, kelp, and tar carry on through a long harmonious finish. 🍒  Planted in 1999, Jack’s Vineyard is a stony, ancient riverbed located on the floor of the Walla Walla Valley. The vineyard features loam-cobbles over gravel over sand. Low vigor keeps flavors concentrated in the rocky soils of this part of the valley.  🔗 in bio to purchase the 2020 vintage of K Guido Sangiovese! 🍷  #washingtonwine #houseofsmith #kvintners #washingtonsangiovese #sangiovese]
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                Join Us

                
        Be among the first to know about new wine releases, be at the front of the line when event tickets go on sale, and generally be in-the-know about HOUSE OF SMITH.
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        ©  K Vintners LLC. All Rights Reserved. Privacy Policy    
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                    Like our wines, the content on this website is intended for those of legal drinking age. You don’t need to show us your ID, but to proceed to the site you do need to click YES below. By doing so and proceeding to the website, you confirm that you can legally enjoy a glass of wine in whatever country you’re accessing the site from.

                    
Are you of legal drinking age?

                


                
                    Yes
                    No
                

                
                    We use cookies to optimize and personalize your experience and to better understand how to give you more of what you like. To learn more, you can visit our Privacy Policy. By using our site without disabling cookies, you consent to our use of them.
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